Objective Assessment of Microsurgery Competency—
In Search of a Validated Tool
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Abstract

Microsurgical skill acquisition is an integral component of training in plastic surgery. Current microsurgical training is based on the subjective Halstedian model. An ideal microsurgery assessment tool should be able to deconstruct all the subskills of microsurgery and assess them objectively and reliably. For our study, to analyze the feasibility, reliability, and validity of microsurgery skill assessment, a video-based objective structured assessment of technical skill tool was chosen. Two blinded experts evaluated 40 videos of six residents performing microsurgical anastomosis for arteriovenous fistula surgery. The generic Reznick’s global rating score (GRS) and University of Western Ontario microsurgical skills acquisition/assessment (UWOMSA) instrument were used as checklists. Correlation coefficients of 0.75 to 0.80 (UWOMSA) and 0.71 to 0.77 (GRS) for interrater and intrarater reliability showed that the assessment tools were reliable. Convergent validity of the UWOMSA tool with the prevalidated GRS tool showed good agreement. The mean improvement of scores with years of residency was measured with analysis of variance. Both UWOMSA (p-value: 0.034) and GRS (p-value: 0.037) demonstrated significant improvement in scores from postgraduate year 1 (PGY1) to PGY2 and a less marked improvement from PGY2 to PGY3. We conclude that objective assessment of microsurgical skills in an actual clinical setting is feasible. Tools like UWOMSA are valid and reliable for microsurgery assessment and provide feedback to chart progression of learning. Acceptance and validation of such objective assessments will help to improve training and bring uniformity to microsurgery education.
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Introduction

Microsurgery is a routine and indispensable aspect of plastic and reconstructive surgery. It is the backbone of many procedures ranging from a basic hand trauma repair to the more recent advances like the allotransplantation of face or hand. It is not an exaggeration therefore to consider microsurgery as an essential skill to be acquired by all aspiring plastic surgeons. Proficiency in the requisite technical skills is necessary for good surgical performance of a trainee in the operating room. Microsurgery was being taught in most centers using the traditional Halstedian apprenticeship model¹ by assisting the mentors and then proceeding to perform steps of the surgery under supervision. Satisfactory performance was based upon the number of surgeries assisted or performed, assessment by seniors, or simply by completion...
of the course. Such assessments are neither reproducible nor criterion based.\(^2\)\(^-\)\(^5\) None of these methods can actually measure the competence or technical skills of a trainee but at best offers only the subjective general opinion of a mentor, which is not quantifiable. Therefore, it is imperative to introduce new objective assessment modalities for microsurgery with adequate description of their feasibility, reliability, and validity in the actual clinical setting.\(^6\) For our study, we have chosen a video-based model of objective structured assessment of technical skills (OSATS), introduced by Martin et al.\(^7\) OSATS is a well-recognized medical education technology tool which involves learners performing structured tasks under direct observation while being evaluated with the help of a checklist. Qualitative and quantitative video analysis has been applied for resident training in multiple surgical specialties. Studies by Goldenberg and Grantcharov,\(^8\) Mota et al.,\(^9\) and Hu et al.\(^10\) have all shown the potential benefits of video-based education in surgical training. Herrera-Almario et al.\(^11\) however have stated that self-assessment by video-based learning can improve surgical skills only when supplemented with surgical demonstration and feedback from the mentors.

The primary aim of our study was to demonstrate the feasibility of objective assessment of microsurgical skills in residents performing arteriovenous fistula creation for renal dialysis. We also assessed the validity of two assessment tools in arteriovenous fistula microvascular anastomosis.

**Methodology**

A cross-sectional study with six plastic surgery residents, two each in their postgraduate years (PGYs) PGY1 (\(n = 2\)), PGY2 (\(n = 2\)), and PGY3 (\(n = 2\)) at our institution were included in the study population. Study tools consisted of 10 surgical videos and two assessment scales. Ten patients for arteriovenous fistula creation using a modified Cimino-Brescia technique were selected after obtaining appropriate consents from patients and ethical clearance from the institute. Video recordings of residents performing the surgery were made using a 13-megapixel mobile camera. The videos captured the hand movements, instrument handling, suture training as well as the details of the suturing technique. Patient identity was masked with false numbers and videos were muted during evaluation. The videos were rated by two experts who were blinded to the residents’ identity and year of training. The experts were postgraduate teachers with more than 8 years of experience in microsurgery.

Evaluations of the videos were done using two assessment scales namely, a generic prevalidated global rating scale (GRS) and a procedure-specific University of Western Ontario microsurgical skills acquisition/assessment instrument (UWOMSA) scale. In terms of medical education technology, this assessment can be considered as a video-modified OSATS.\(^12\)\(^-\)\(^14\) The GRS (\(\text{–}\)Supplementary Material 1; available online only) has eight behaviorally anchored criteria, viz. respect for tissues, time in motion, instrument handling, suture training, flow of operation, knowledge of procedure, final product, and overall performance. Five-point Likert scores can be assigned with the scoring chart which has indicators for the desired competence required for each score.

The UWOMSA scale (\(\text{–}\)Supplementary Material 2; available online only) developed by Temple and Ross\(^16\) is a dedicated tool for microsurgery assessment. It is a simple tool comprising items considered significant for ensuring vascular patency after microsurgical anastomosis. This scale comprises two parts with five-point Likert scores. The first part is the knot tying module, for assessing the quality of the knot, efficiency, and handling. The second part is the anastomotic module comprising vessel preparation, suturing, and final product assessments. Under each subcompetency, three anchors are given to increase objectivity, for example, a score of 1 can be assigned if a candidate forgets to do vessel dilatation or adventitial stripping, places needle inaccurately, or takes a back-wall stitch. Clean adventitial stripping, gentle technique, or a patent anastomosis with evenly placed sutures merits a maximum score of 5.

Each assessor rated the same video twice with a mean interval of 3 days between the assessments to reduce recall bias. A total of 40 assessments were thus obtained and evaluated.

**Results and Analysis**

Statistical analysis of the results was done using the SPSS v1.6 package. Reliability of the task specific UWOMSA score and its agreement with a generic GRS scale were tested. Since UWOMSA is not a validated scale, we analyzed the correlation of its findings with a prevalidated GRS. This is a usual statistical exercise. But it needs to be kept in mind that the UWOMSA is a specific tool for assessment of microsurgery, whereas the GRS is a generic scale which can be used in several surgical scenarios. Average measures of the intraclass correlation coefficient were obtained for the following:

- Intrarater reliability (consistency of scoring by the same assessor at different periods of time; \(\text{–}\)Table 1).
- Interrater reliability (agreement between the two assessors; \(\text{–}\)Table 2).
- Correlation coefficient between the UWOMSA and GRS ratings (agreement between the two scales; \(\text{–}\)Table 3).

Descriptive statistics of the mean scores and differences between UWOMSA and GRS were assessed (\(\text{–}\)Figs. 1–3). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess difference in scores between PGY1, PGY2, and PGY3 of training (\(\text{–}\)Table 4). In broad terms, validity refers to the extent that a scale measures what it intends to measure. In the case of
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UWOMSA, it means to the extent to which it can measure the microsurgical skill. To determine the convergent validity of UWOMSA, each surgical video was assessed with a generic GRS scale which is a standard scale for suturing procedures. GRS is a seminal scale that is used for several surgical skill assessments. In our study, an intraclass correlation coefficient was used to assess correlation between UWOMSA and GRS scales.

Reliability Assessment

Reliability describes the ability of a test to produce the same results on repeated trials. Agreement between the two raters (interrater reliability) and within a single rater at two different points of time (intrarater reliability) were both measured by Pearson’s intraclass correlation coefficient. A correlation coefficient of 0.61 to 0.80 was considered good agreement and values between 0.80 and 1.00 were considered as excellent agreement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Interrater reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Correlation coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWOMSA_ Knot tying module</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWOMSA_ Anastomosis module</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global rating scale</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Convergent validity of UWOMSA with global rating scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tool</td>
<td>Correlation coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWOMSA_ Knot tying module</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWOMSA_ Anastomosis module</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Fig. 1 | Changes in mean scores of UWOMSA knot tying module (KTM) with years of postgraduate training. |

| Fig. 2 | Changes in mean scores of UWOMSA anastomoses module (AM) with years of postgraduate training. |

| Fig. 3 | Changes in mean scores of GRS with years of postgraduate training. |
Table 4 Analysis of variance (ANOVA) of mean scores with years of postgraduate training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UWOMSA_ knot tying module</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UWOMSA_ anastomosis module</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global rating scale</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The intrarater reliability (Table 1) of GRS showed a good agreement with an intraclass Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.71. The intrarater reliability of UWOMSA showed a good agreement with intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.75 for the knot-tying module, but only a moderate agreement of 0.53 for the anastomotic module. The intrarater reliability (Table 2) of GRS was in good agreement with an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.77. The intrarater reliability of UWOMSA was noted as an excellent agreement with an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.8 for the knot-tying module and a moderate agreement of 0.56 for the anastomotic module. These results show that UWOMSA is a reliable tool for assessment of microsurgical skills. However, in our study, reliability is more for assessment of knot-tying skills than for anastomotic skills.

Validity Assessment

As per broad definition, validity refers to the extent to which an assessment tool measures what it is intended to measure. For UWOMSA, it refers to whether the scale does indeed measure microsurgical skills, adequately. This requires determining the criterion validity for UWOMSA in two steps. First, each video was rated with Reznick’s\(^5\) GRS which is a prevalidated, generic scale and an accepted standard for performance assessment in several surgical procedures. Correlation between the GRS and UWOMSA scales was then determined using Pearson’s correlation coefficient. Good agreements between the generic GRS and specific UWOMSA tools for both knot-tying modules and anastomotic modules were obtained with a correlation coefficient of 0.71 and 0.74, respectively (Table 3). This shows that UWOMSA is a valid tool for microsurgery skill assessment.

Assessment of Progression of Training

Measurement of the ANOVA was used to assess the difference between scores of residents against their years of training. p-Values of less than 0.05 was considered significant. The p-values obtained were 0.037 for UWOMSA (knot-tying module) and 0.034 for GRS respectively and hence statistically significant (Table 4). The p-value was 0.12 for the UWOMSA anastomosis module. Mean scores of UWOMSA (Figs. 1 and 2) and GRS (Fig. 3) showed a significant improvement of scores from PGY1 to PGY2. There was a less appreciable change from PGY2 to PGY3. We were thus able to chart the progression of our postgraduate trainees over the years of training and objectively measure the increment in scores across the years of training in all our residents.

Discussion

Microvascular surgery involves vascular repair of very small caliber blood vessels of 1 to 4 mm diameter or less.\(^1\) It involves a “unique set of surgical principles” and can be considered technically more demanding than routine surgical practice.\(^2\) Microsurgery demands finer hand movements and precision dexterity in combination with stereoscopic vision and visuospatial skills.\(^3\) \(^4\) \(^5\) \(^6\) \(^7\) \(^8\) \(^9\) \(^10\) \(^11\) \(^12\) \(^13\) \(^14\) \(^15\) \(^16\) \(^17\) \(^18\) \(^19\) \(^20\) \(^21\) \(^22\) \(^23\) \(^24\) \(^25\) \(^26\) \(^27\) \(^28\) \(^29\) \(^30\) \(^31\) Needless to say, microsurgery has a steep learning curve and successful outcome correlates with the surgical experience. This exemplifies the educational theory of Dreyfus\(^22\)\(^23\) where skill acquisition occurs in a stepwise manner from novice to expert level. Though it is commonly acknowledged that the hallmark of a good surgeon is a combination of cognitive ability and dexterity, recent research has shown that there is no correlation between the two.\(^2\)\(^2\) It is imperative that all plastic surgery teaching units must have a curriculum and objective assessment methods aligned for evaluation of both surgical skills and theoretical knowledge.

Ramachandran et al\(^1\) and Ghanem et al\(^1\) et al have done a critical analysis of the literature on objective assessment tools for microsurgical competency. Standardized microsurgical tests were pioneered by Starkes et al\(^1\) in 1993 on a low-fidelity bench model. Grober et al\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^4\) and Hong et al\(^1\) have experimented with sophisticated objective assessment techniques for stereoscopic visual acuity and hand motion analysis. More recently, focus was given to work place-based assessments wherein the tools have to be adapted for realtime assessments within the operation theater.

Kalu et al\(^1\) have categorized subjective and objective types of assessment for microsurgical skills. An ideal tool for assessing microsurgical skills should be “based on objective structured criteria, inexpensive, and acceptable to stake holders.”\(^1\)\(^2\)\(^3\) It must deconstruct the skills for microsurgery, namely:

- Dexterity (steadiness of hands, flow of movements, fineness of surgery).
- Visuospatial ability (e.g., tissue dissection instrument handling, suture placement, knot tying).
- Operative flow (e.g., steps, movements, speed).
- Judgment (e.g., timely irrigation of the field, patency tests, control of bleeding in the field).

In 2009, Chan et al\(^1\) have developed the structured assessment of microsurgical skills (SAMS) in a clinical setting. More recently, the UWOMSA tool was developed in 2011 by Ross and Temple\(^1\) as a bench training model on chicken leg artery but is finding application in microsurgery assessment during real surgical scenarios as well. The scale has two separate modules for knot tying and anastomosis with behavioral anchors as items considered important for successful microvascular anastomosis. Both SAMS and UWOMSA are good tools which combine three forms of objective assessment—a rating scale, an error list, and summative rating. However, there is no consensus on a standard scale to be in microsurgery practice today. Again, having high scores on objective assessment alone may not correlate with professional success.
in microsurgery despite ensuring proficiency in technical skill of the learner.

So why do we need objective assessment of microsurgical skills? Grober et al.\textsuperscript{12,13} have stated that operation theaters may no longer provide the ideal atmosphere to foster the skills of a new inexperienced surgeon, due to ethical issues as well as time and resource constraints. Though multimethod microsurgery courses do improve the microsurgery skills, the participants are only given a “certificate of completion of course” rather than a “certificate of competence.”\textsuperscript{2} In our study, we considered a score of 3 or more in each item on the Likert scale as the level of attaining competence.\textsuperscript{26} Furthermore, the longevity of such skills acquired and their translation to clinical setting will depend upon the time lapse between the course and clinical performance. Apart from certification, evidence shows that objective assessment of microsurgery will help to assess the degree of improvement of trainees, mark the career progression, and also ensure exacting standards of training.\textsuperscript{11-13}

Atkins et al.\textsuperscript{14} enlisted several sophisticated assessment methods like hand motion analysis and physiologic study of the anastomosed vessel but these are expensive techniques that cannot be transferred to an actual clinical setting in a teaching unit. In our study, we have tried to do objective assessment of our residents using a simple UWOMSA tool during surgery. Feasibility, reliability, and validity of such a tool had to be assessed first. We found that such an assessment is feasible even in a setting with basic infrastructure. A good agreement with the prevalidated GRS—an accepted tool for a variety of surgical settings—showed that UWOMSA is a valid tool to assess microsurgery skills. Reliability of UWOMSA was assessed with two blinded microsurgery experts, repeatedly at different points of time, with GRS as control. Good and excellent agreement with interrater and intrarater scores proved that the UWOMSA especially the knot-tying module was reliable for microsurgery assessment. There was only moderate agreement for scoring of the anastomotic module which needs further studies. We feel that modification of anastomotic module by adding more subcompetencies would help to improve the reliability of UWOMSA. UWOMSA also lacks “judgment” as a descriptive parameter as compared with the SAMS tool.

We were also able to chart the progression of our postgraduate trainees over the years of training and measure a marked improvement in scores between the first and second years. This probably indicates that the basic microsurgical skill acquisition happens during this period and further along the training the refinement of the skill takes place. Selber et al.\textsuperscript{13} applied the SAMS tool and were able to demonstrate similar improvement in performance of their microsurgery fellows.

Kaufman et al.\textsuperscript{26} stated that mastery of a psychomotor skill passes through cognitive, associative, and autonomous phases. Acquisition of such a skill demands that the learner is periodically provided with the “knowledge of results” or feedback such that they can improve on their performance.\textsuperscript{17} Our study shows that assessment with UWOMSA can satisfy such a formative role whereby the quantitative measurement of microsurgical skills and degree of improvement of our residents can be documented and used for appropriate feedback on progress of learning. We believe that the acceptance and validation of such an assessment in all teaching units will be the first step towards global standardization of training and development of a uniform curriculum for microsurgery education.\textsuperscript{38-40} This study is even more relevant considering the changing trends of medical education in India. Fig. 4 The new Graduate Medical Regulations 2019 for MBBS is also built on “competency based medical education” which requires certification of predefined skills of the student at each level of training.

**Conclusion**

On the basis of our results, we conclude that the objective assessment of microsurgical skills in an actual clinical setting is feasible. The UWOMSA is a valid, reliable, and feasible tool for assessment of microsurgical performance. Formative assessments with such a standardized tool will be useful to chart progression of learning and become a valuable source of feedback to learners. Acceptance and wider adoption of such objective assessment tools will help to improve resident education and bring uniformity to microsurgery training across centers.
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